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‘Chappaquiddick’ Examines The Ripples Of A Scandal

Box Oﬃce Top 20:
‘A Quiet Place’
Makes Noise With
$50.2M

JAKE COYLE
AP FILM WRITER
Ambiguous and damning at
once, John Curran’s “Chappaquiddick” plunges us back into
the summer of 1969: the season
of Woodstock, the moon landing, the Manson murders and
the lowest ebb of the Kennedy
mythology.
It was six years since the assassination of John F. Kennedy and
a year since Bobby was gunned
down. But the Kennedy machine
churned on. Jack Kennedy’s
ambition to reach the moon was
being realized by Neil Armstrong. Edward M. (“Teddy”)
Kennedy, already seven years a
senator having ﬁlled his brother’s Massachusetts seat, was
Joseph Kennedy’s only living son
left and a likely future president.
Those aspirations — and some
of the Kennedy dynasty’s noble
veneer — e ectively crashed
when 37-year-old Teddy drove
an Oldsmobile o a narrow
bridge on a remote beach road
on Chappaquiddick Island,
o Martha’s Vineyard, late at
night on July 18. With him was
28-year-old Mary Jo Kopechne,
a former campaign worker for
Bobby (played by Kate Mara in
the ﬁlm), who died underwater.
Kennedy escaped from the car,
submerged in eight feet of water.
Whatever his e orts were to free
Kopechne, they were futile. It
took him 10 hours to report the
incident to the police. Kennedy
attributed the delay to a concussion and exhaustion.
Chappaquiddick has long
loomed in the political imagination as a kind of deﬁnitive yet
murky scandal. Curran’s ﬁlm — a
proﬁle in cowardice, you might
call it — is principally an e ort
to visualize and understand that
evening. It’s a low-key, generally
absorbing if somewhat lackluster
procedural that ominously reﬂects on the darker shadows that
loom behind even the brightest
shining political hopes.
Jason Clarke, the Australian
actor of “Zero Dark Thirty” and
“Dawn of the Planet of the Apes,”
plays Kennedy. We’ve been so
awash in hackneyed Kennedy
brogues and caricatured portrayals that Clarke’s performance
— stout, nuanced, understated
almost to a fault — is an unexpected relief. His Teddy is a little
more taciturn than the statesman
was, but Clarke carries himself
with the assumed importance and
natural magnetism of a Kennedy.
There are Shakespearean
shades to the tale. As seen in the
opening television interview,
Kennedy is acutely aware that
he pales in comparison to his
late brothers. After the accident,
he lies on the bridge looking
up at the moon his brother’s
astronauts were at that moment
approaching. He’s hard drinking. His wife and children are
nowhere near him. His incapacitated 80-year-old father (Bruce
Dern) has the ability to utter few
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This image released by Entertainment Studios shows Jason Clarke as Ted Kennedy, left, and Kate Mara as Mary
Jo Kopechne in a scene from “Chappaquiddick.”
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This image released by Entertainment Studios shows Jason Clarke as Ted
Kennedy, center, and Andria Blackman stars as Joan Kennedy in a scene
from “Chappaquiddick.”
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This image released by Entertainment Studios shows Jason Clarke as Ted
Kennedy in a scene from “Chappaquiddick.”

words, as a stroke victim, but he
makes each one hurt. “You will
never be great,” he tells Teddy
after the accident. When his son
ﬁrst calls to tell him about the
crash, Joe wheezes only “alibi”
and hangs up.
These are elements that make
Teddy a sympathetic ﬁgure.
But “Chappaquiddick,” penned

straightforwardly by Taylor
Allen and Andrew Logan, casts
an equally critical eye on him
as he launches into full damage control mode. Teddy’s own
initially wrong-footed e orts
at controlling the media storm
are quickly corrected by some of
the Kennedy family operatives
who rush in, including Theodore

Sorensen (Taylor Nichols) and
Robert McNamara (an excellent
Clancy Brown). The smoke-ﬁlled
room takes command, and Teddy takes his marching orders.
Ed Helms plays Kennedy’s
cousin and ﬁxer Joe Gargan,
who functions like Teddy’s
conscience, pleading for accountability and truth. But he’s
batted aside with little trouble. A
week after the incident, Kennedy pleaded guilty to leaving the
scene of an accident and received
a two-month suspended sentence. He addressed the nation
in a prime-time broadcast and
a year later easily won re-election. But partly if not entirely
because of Chappaquiddick,
he would never be president.
Kennedy may well have been the
front-runner for denying Nixon a
second term. His 1980 presidential campaign ﬁzzled.
But Kennedy, of course, went
on to serve four more decades
in the Senate. He was one of the
longest serving, most inﬂuential legislators in 20th-century
America. So what’s the legacy
of Chappaquiddick? How are
Kennedy’s accomplishments to
be reconciled with that night?
Those aren’t questions much
pursued in the largely self-contained “Chappaquiddick.” Curran, the precise and restrained
ﬁlmmaker of “The Painted Veil”
and “Tracks,” is content to let
the record speak for itself and
perhaps suggest: Some politicians get away with more than
they ought to.
“Chappaquiddick,” an Entertainment Studios release, is rated
PG-13 by the Motion Picture Association of America for “thematic
material, disturbing images, some
strong language, and historical
smoking.” Running time: 101
minutes. Two and a half stars out
of four.

NEW YORK (AP) — John
Krasinski’s “A Quiet Place”
blasted past expectations to
notch the second-best debut of
the year, opening with $50.2
million in ticket sales, according
to ﬁnal studio ﬁgures Monday.
The Paramount Pictures
thriller, the third ﬁlm directed
by the former “The O ce” star,
had been pegged to open closer
to $30 million. The unexpected
success of the $17 million movie
gave Viacom Inc.’s Paramount
a much-needed hit and the studio’s best non-sequel opening
weekend in nearly ﬁve years.
The Universal Pictures R-rated comedy “Blockers,” with
Leslie Mann and John Cena,
also performed solidly, collecting $20.6 million in its debut.
Last week’s top film, Steven Spielberg’s “Ready Player One,” slid to second but
held well. The Warner Bros.
release grossed $24.6 million
in its second weekend. But
it’s fared even better overseas, where Spielberg’s latest
has already grossed $294.4
million, including $161.3
million in China.
The top 20 movies at U.S.
and Canadian theaters Friday through Sunday:
1. “A Quiet Place,” Paramount, $50,203,562.
2. “Ready Player One,” Warner Bros., $24,624,178.
3. “Blockers,” Universal,
$20,556,350.
4. “Black Panther,” Disney,
$8,704,968.
5. “Tyler Perry’s Acrimony,”
Lionsgate, $8,380,983.
6. “I Can Only Imagine,” Roadside Attractions,
$7,801,111.
7. “Chappaquiddick,” Entertainment Studios Motion
Pictures, $5,765,854.
8. “Sherlock Gnomes,” Paramount, $5,436,068.
9. “Paciﬁc Rim Uprising,”
Universal, $4,827,245.
10. “Isle Of Dogs,” Fox
Searchlight, $4,562,854.
11. “The Miracle Season,”
Mirror/LD Entertainment,
$3,950,652.
12. “A Wrinkle In Time,”
Disney, $3,301,707.
13. “Love, Simon,” 20th Century Fox, $2,767,003.
14. “Tomb Raider,” Warner
Bros., $1,926,315.
15. “Paul, Apostle Of
Christ,” Sony, $1,772,226.
16. “God’s Not Dead: A
Light In Darkness,” Pure
Flix, $1,094,495.
17. “Game Night,” Warner
Bros., $1,072,746.
18. “The Death of Stalin,”
IFC Films, $986,597.
19. “Peter Rabbit,” Sony,
$967,606.
20. “The Leisure Seeker.” Sony Pictures Classics,
$527,339.
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